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WITH SUPPORT FROM 
JIM BOYCE TRUST AND KRIS OTIS
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Directors/Producers/Screenwriters 
Samba Gadjigo, Jason Silverman 
Cinematographers David Aubrey, Jim 
Bitterman, Salvador Bolivar Editor 
Ricardo Acosta Print Source Kino Lorber

One of the 20th century’s most inspired sto-
rytellers, Ousmane Sembène’s (Moolaade, 
MVFF 2004) own life story is itself extraor-
dinary. A fifth-grade dropout from Senegal, 
as a young man he went to Marseille where 
working as a dockworker politicized and in-
spired him. Returning home, his dream of 
becoming the storyteller for a new Africa 
led him first to novels, then to film—despite 
the complete lack of infrastructure to sup-
port filmmaking. Known as the father of Af-
rican film, his debut feature Black Girl (MVFF 
2015) remains a classic of 20th-century cin-
ema. Longtime biographer and colleague 
Samba Gadjido collaborates with filmmaker 
Jason Silverman to tell Sembène’s story: 
It’s a portrait of a hero, a man of fearless vi-
sion who spoke up for the marginalized, and 
who laid the foundation for a vibrant cinema 
culture in West Africa. Through archival 
footage and a wealth of interviews—some 
surprisingly candid—Sembène! is rich and 
moving, a compelling tribute to his genius.
—Zoë Elton

Tue   Oct 13   5:45pm   Sequoia
Thur   Oct 15   3:15pm   Rafael

IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE MUSEUM OF 
THE AFRICAN DIASPORA 
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Director/Screenwriter Debbie Tucker 
Green Producers Polly Leys, Kate Norrish, 
Katherine Butler Cinematographer Ula 
Pontikos Editor Mark Eckersley Cast 
Nadine Marshall, Idris Elba, Kai Francis-
Lewis Print Source Film Movement

  Realism of the kitchen sink and magi-
cal varieties blend in this intriguing drama 
about a British woman who finds herself 
miraculously pregnant and must cope with 
what this epiphany means for her and her 
family. The mother to watchful 11-year-old 
JJ—her first “miracle baby”—Jackie (the 
subtly brilliant Nadine Marshall) has a his-
tory of miscarriages and trouble conceiving, 
never mind the fact that she hasn’t let her 
husband Mark (a jocular yet intense Idris 
Elba) touch her for months. Within tightly 
framed spaces, the tiny depth of field keeps 
us close up with the family’s everyday do-
mestic life, while at the edges of the frame, 
Jackie’s nerves and marriage blur and un-
ravel. Writer-director Debbie Tucker Green 
plays on the cadences of the family’s Lon-
don-Jamaican patois in her dialogue, draw-
ing out a trio of simple, powerful perfor-
mances, especially from young Kai Francis 
Lewis, a quiet witness to the coming judg-
ment day. US PREMIERE
—Lucy Laird

Tue   Oct 13   8:00pm   Rafael
Wed   Oct 14   11:45am   Sequoia

IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE MUSEUM OF 
THE AFRICAN DIASPORA
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Director/Screenwriter Chang Hyung-yun 
Producer Cho Young-Kag Cast Yoo Ah-in, 
Jung Yu-mi Print Source GKIDS

In Korean with English subtitles ~ There’s 
some weird magic going on in the Korean city 
where Kyung-chun is trying to make his name 
as a musician and where heartbroken humans 
transform into animals. Kyung-chun himself 
becomes a Holstein cow after his girlfriend 
dumps him. Not only that, there’s a competi-
tion between a flying incinerator that wants 
to burn him to ash and a black-market organ 
thief who’s after his liver. Not even the wizard 
Merlin is immune to all the hocus pocus—
he’s been turned into a roll of enchanted 
toilet paper. Meanwhile, a curious satellite 
becomes a metallic girl and visits Earth to 
find the owner of the beautiful voice—Kyung-
chun—whose love songs reached her heart 
in outer space. Surreal and wonderfully in-
ventive, this animated fable is chockfull of 
whimsical, offbeat humor; quirky character 
designs; and gorgeous backgrounds. The 
film marks an impressive feature debut for 
writer-director Chang Hyung-yun. Ages 10+ 
NORTH AMERICAN PREMIERE
—Roberta McNair

Sun   Oct 11   12:45pm   Rafael
Sun   Oct 18   2:00pm   Lark
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